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Controls:
●
●
●
●

Left mouse button:  Shoot
Arrowkeys/WASDkeys:  Dodge/Jump
Right mouse button/Down/Skey  Shoot special attack(when unlocked)
Space/Ctrl/Shift  Ignore CD pickups

Defeating Enemies:
Dodge enemies using your dodge moves.
Destroy enemies by shooting them. Golden/Silver enemies drop CDpieces. These can be collected by clicking on them.
Each level has 8 unique CDpieces. Once a piece is collected, it will be added towards completing a new CD, which will
grant you a new
soundtrack, aswell as a special power. These powers are permanent after unlocking the CD.

CD Menu:
In the cd menu you can click the CD you want to play. Changing CD sets the soundtrack.
The powers you've unlocked will be permanent, and is not affected by which soundtrack you've chosen.

Tips:
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●
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As you progress, you unlock new powers.
Make sure you study your opponents and learn their weaknesses. The more knowledge you have about your enemies,
the more strategies will become apparent to you.
The screen will flash on the side where a batch of enemies are about to attack. An arrow will appear pointing to an
approaching enemy.
Try to get as many golden CDs as possible, as they will grant you permanent powers.
Use your special attack wisely. Don't let the number of enemies grow too high.
Unlocking 2 CDs will grant you a powered up version of the normal attack, which is good for dispatching groups of
enemies at once.
Performing dodges will reduce chargeup time for normal missile attacks. Performing a roll will reduce it by 50%,
performing a jump will let you fire missiles immediately on landing.
If you're power bar is full, and you're shooting grey missiles, each missile is doing double damage to enemies.
In time attack mode, defeating the latest batch of enemies will immediately spawn the next one. Make sure to always go
for the latest spawned enemies to beat you're time.
Holding either Space, Ctrl or Shift will let you ignore CD pickups(useful in Time Attack mode)

Deleting Saves:
To delete your savefile, go to the options menu(button in in lowerleft on the main menu), and press ‘clear save’

Try your best to reclaim your tower!
Thanks for purchasing Savant  Ascent!
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